The Flow of the River
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Once in a lifetime, perhaps, one escapes the actual
c o h e s of the flesh. Once in a lifetime, if one is lucky,
one so merges with sunlight and air and running water
that whole eons, the eons that mounmins and deserts
know, might pass in a single afternoon without discomfort. The mind has sunk away into its begbnbgs among
old roots and the obscure tricklqs and movings that
stir inanimate dungs. Like the charmed fairy circle into
which a man once stepped, and upon emergence learned
that a whole century had p d in a single night, one
can never quite define this secret; but it has something
to do, I am sure, with common water. Its substance
reaches everywhere; it touches the past and prepares
the future; it moves under the poles and wanders thinly
in the heights of air. It can assume forms of exquisite
perfection in a snowflake, or strip the living to a single
shmmg bone cast up by the sea.
Many years ago, in the course of some scientific investigations in a remote western county, I experienced,
by chance, precisely the sort of curious absorption by
water-the extension of shap by osmosis-at which I
have been hinting. You have probably never experienced in yourself the meandering roots of a whole
watershed or felt your outstretched fingers touchmg,
by some kind of clairvoyant emnsion, the brooks of
mow-line glaciers at the same time that you were flowing toward the Gulf over the eroded debris of worndown mountains. A poet, MacIhght Black, has spoken
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of being "limbed
with waters gripping pole and
pole." He had the idea, all right, and it is obvious that
these sensations are not unique, but they are hard to
come by; and the sort of extension of the senses that
people will accept when they put their ear against a
sea shell, they will smile at in the confessions of a
bookish professor. What makes it worse is the fact that
because of a traumatic experience in childhood, I am
not a swimmer, and am inclined to be timid before any
large body of water. Perhaps it was just this,in a way,
that contributed to my experience.
As it leaves the Rockies and moves downward over
the high plains towards the Missouri, the Platte River
is a curious stream. In the spring floodq on occasion, it
can be a mile-wide roaring torrent of destruction, gulp
ing farms and bridges Normally, however, it is a rambling, dispersed series of streamlets flowing erratically
over great sand and gravel fans that are, in part, the
remnants of a mightier Ice Age stream bed Quicksands
and shifting islands haunt its waters. Over it the prairie
WPP beat mercilessly throughout the summer. The
Platte, "a mile wide aad an inch deep," is a refuge for
any heat-weary pilgrim along its shores. This is particularly true on the high p l k before its long march
by the cities begins.
The reason that I came upon it when I did, breaking
through a d o w thicket and stumbling out through
ankle-deep water to a dune in the shade, is of no con-
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The Flow of the River

which they arm. Turtle and 6sh and the pinpoint
c h i r p i i of individual frogs are all watery projections,
concentrations-as man himself is a concentration--of
that indescribable and liquid brew which is compounded
in varying proportions of salt and sun and time. It has
appearances, but a t its heart lies water, and as I was
finally edged gently against a sand bar and dropped like
any log, I tottered as I rose. I knew once more the
body's revolt against emergence into the harsh and unsupporting air, its reluctance to break contact with that
mother element which sdll, at this late point in t h e ,
shelters and brings into being nine tenths of everything
alive.
As for men, those myriad little detached ponds with
their own swarming corpuscular life, what were they
but a way that water has of going about beyond the
reach of rivers? I, too, was a microcosm of pouring
rivulets and floating driffwood gnawed by the mysterious animalcules of my own creation. I was three
fourths water, rising and subsiding' according to the
hollow knocking in my veins: a minute pulse like the
eternal puke that lifts Himalayas nnd which, in the following systole, will carry them away.
Thoreau, peering at the emerald pickerel in Walden
Pond, called them ''anisnaked water" in one of his
moments of strange insight If he had been possessed of
the geological knowledge so laboriously accumulated
since his time, he might have gone further and amusedly
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detected in the planetary rumblings and eructations
which so delighted him in the gross habits of certain
frogs, signs of that dark interior stress which has reared
sea bottoms up to mountainous heights. He might have
developed an acute inner ear for the sound of the surf
on Cretaceous beaches where now the wheat of Kansas
rolls. In any case, he would have seen, as the long trail
of life was unfolded by the fossil hunters, that his admolized water had changed its shapes eon by eon to the
beating of the earth's dark mil1ennia.I heart. h the
swamps of the low continents, the amphibians had
flourished and had their day; and as the long skyward
swing-the isostatic response of the crust-had come
about, the era of the cooling grasslands and mammalian
life had come into being.
A few winters ago, clothed heavily against the
weather, I wandered several miles along one of the mbutaries of that same Platte I had floated down years
before. The land was stark and ice-locked. The rivulets
were frozen, and over the marshlands the willow
thickets made such an array of vertical lines against the
snow that tramping through them produced strange
optical illusions and dizziness. On the edge of a frozen
backwater, I stopped and rubbed my eyes. At my feet
a raw prairie wind had swept the ice clean of snow.
A peculiar green object caught my eye; there was no
mistaking it.
Staring up at me with aU his barbels spread pathet-
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should say, a fish. In the proper place it would not have
been a fool's gamble. Fishes in the drying shallows of
intermittent prairie streams who feel their confinement
and have the impulse to leap while there is yet time
may regain the main channel and survive. A million ancestral years had gone into that jump, I thought as I
looked at him, a million years of climbiig through
prairie sunflowers and twining in and out through the
pillared legs of drinking mammoth.
"Some of your close relatives have been experimenting with air breathing," I remarked, apropos of nothing,
as I gathered him up. "Suppose we meet again up there
in the cottonwoods in a million years or so."
I missed him a little as I said it. He had for me the
kind of lost archaic glory that comes from the water
brotherhood. We were both projections out of that
some greater
timeless ferment and locked as well
unity that lay incalculably beyond us. In many a fin
and reptile foot I have seen myself passing by--some
part of myself, that is, some part that lies unrealized in
the momentary shape I inhabit. People have occasionally written me harsh letten and castigated me for a
lack of faith in man when I have ventured to speak of
this matter in print They distrust, it would seem, all
shapes and thoughts but their own. They would bring
God into the compass of a shopkeeper's understanding
and c o d n e Him to those limits, lest He -proceed m
some unimaginable and shockmg act-create perhaps,
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as a casual afterthought, a being more beautiful than
man. As for me, I believe nature capable of this, and
having been part of the flow of the river, I feel no envy
-my more than the frog envies the reptile or an and ape should envy man.
Every spring in the wet meadows and ditches I hear
a little shrilling chorus which sounds for all the world
like an endlessly reitcrated "We're here, we're here,
we're here." And so they are, as frogs, of course. Confident little fellows. I suspect that to some greater ear
than ours, man's opdminic pronouncements about his
role and destiny may make a similar little ringing sound
that travels a mall way out into the night. It is ody
its nearness that is offensive. From the heights of a
mountain, or a marsh at evening, it blends, not too badly,
with all the other sleepy voices t h q in croaks or chirrups, are saying the same thing.
After a while the skilled listener can distinguish man's
noise from the katydid's rhythmic assemon, allow for
the ofmeat of a rabbit's thumping, pick up the autumnal
monotone of crickets, and find in all of them a grave
pleasure without admitting any to a place of preeminence in his thoughts. It is when a l l these voices cease
and the waters are still, when along the frozen river
nothing cries, screams or howls, that the enormous
mindlessness of space settles down upon the soul. Somewhere out in that waste of crushed ice and rdected
stars, the black waters may be running, but they appear
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to be running without life toward a destiny in which
the whole of space may be locked m some silvery winter of dispersed radiation.
k is theq when tbc wind coma suaitly across the
barren marshes and the snow rises and beats in endless
wava against the traveler, that I remember best, by
some trick of the imagination, my summer v o w 0s
the river. I remember my green extensions, my cadi&
n d g s and minnow wigglings, my gelatinous materiaktions out of the mother ooze. And as I walk
on through the white mother, it is the magic of water
that leaves me a dnnl sign.
Men talk much of mPtar and energy, of the struggle
for existence that molds the shape of life. These things
exist, it is true; but more delicate, elusive, quicker than
the finr in water, ia that mysterious principle known
asi "organization," which leaves all other mysteries cona m e d with life stale and insigdcant by comparison.
For that without organization life does not persist b
obvious. Yet this organization itself is not strictly the
product of life, nor of seletion. Lilre some dark and
passing shadow within matter, it cup out the eyes'
small windows or spaces the notes of a meadow lark's
song in the interior of a mottled egg. That prindpleI am beginning to suspect-was there before the living
in the deeps of water.
The temperature has risen.The litde stinging needla
have given way to huge flakes floating in like white
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leaves blown from some great tree in open space. In the
car, switching on the hghts, I exnmine one intricate
crystal on my sleeve Wore it melts. No utilitmh
philosophy explains a snow uystll no docnine of use
or disuse. Water has merely leapt out of vapor and thin
nothingness in the night sky to array itself in form.
There is no logical reason for the existence of a snowflake any mom than there is for evolution It is an
apparition from that mysterious shadow world beyond
nature, that final world which c0ntains-Z anything
contains-the explanation of men and CPtM and green
leaves.

